Abstract A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a very powerful framework for representing and solving constraint problems. Solving a CSP often requires searching for a solution in a large search space. Very often, much of the search efforts are wasted on the part of the search space that does not lead to a solution. Therefore, many search algorithms and heuristic techniques have been proposed to solve CSPs efficiently by guiding the search and reducing its size. Variable and value ordering techniques are among the most efficient ones as past experiments have shown that these heuristics can significantly improve the search performance and lead to the solution sooner. One such heuristic works by gathering information during search to guide subsequent decisions when selecting variables. More precisely, this heuristic gathers and records information about failures in the form of constraint weight during constraint propagation. In this paper, we propose a variant of this heuristic where the weight of a constraint is also based on the conflict and support counts, of each variable attached to this constraint, gathered during constraint propagation. We also propose a dynamic value ordering heuristic based on the support and conflict count information. Experiments have been conducted on random, quasi-random, pattern and real world instances. The test results show that the proposed variable ordering heuristic performs well in the cases of hard random and quasi-random instances. The test results also show that combining the proposed variable and value ordering heuristics can improve the performance significantly for some difficult problems.
Introduction
A vast number of real world applications in artificial intelligence and computer science can be formulated as Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) [14] . A CSP is a powerful framework to solve constraint problem stretches across many domains of study. The countless applications include the field of computer graphics, natural language processing, job shop scheduling, DNA sequencing, configuration and circuit design. More formally, a CSP consists of a finite set of variables with finite domains, and a finite set of constraints restricting the possible combinations of variable values. A solution tuple to a CSP is a set of assigned values to variables that satisfy all the constraints. A CSP is known to be an NP-complete problem in general, 1 a backtrack search algorithm of exponential time cost is needed to find a complete solution. In order to overcome this difficulty in practice, systematic solving methods based on constraint propagation techniques have been proposed in the literature and include both forward checking and Maintaining Arc Consistency (MAC) [14, 19] . The goal here is to reduce the size of the search space during backtrack search. Variable and value ordering heuristics are also very commonly used to improve the efficiency of the tree search. It is believed that good ordering of variables and values may reduce the size of the search space significantly and results in more efficient searches [13, 15, 19, 28, 30] . The most commonly used heuristic is to select the next variable that is most likely to fail first. This is often referred as the fail-first principle [19] . The rationale behind this principle is that, if the current partial solution is going to fail, it is better to let it fail early. The sooner it fails, the quicker the search can get on the right path to the solution. In the case of an inconsistent problem, the inconsistency is proven sooner. Fail-first principle supposes that by triggering early failure, thrashing could be reduced and so the size of the search space. Thrashing is a phenomenon often encountered in standard backtracking where the search keeps hitting the dead-end for the same reason in different parts of the search space. This is because standard backtracking only backtracks to the most recently instantiated variable in the search tree which may not be the cause of the conflict. The cause of the dead-end may be many levels up the search tree. For a very huge search space, the same kind of dead-end may be reencountered an exponential number of times before it is finally resolved. Value ordering, on the other hand, follows the succeed-first principle. For selecting the next value to assign to a variable, the heuristic is to select the one that is most likely to be part of the solution. If every value selected is part of the solution then a solution would be found without backtracking. When searching for a solution to a hard problem, good value ordering heuristics can have substantial impact on the efficiency of the search as much time is often wasted on searching the sub trees that have no solution. Value ordering heuristics [16, 25] are less investigated in the research community. This is due to the fact that, in complex problems, the work done to choose a value that is more likely to lead to a solution, is too costly. It may be better to choose a default or a random one. Good value ordering heuristics are generally highly problem specific or very expensive to get [14] . Also, if all solutions are required or no solution can be found, the order of values is not important.
One of the most known variable ordering heuristics works by gathering information during search to guide subsequent decisions when selecting variables [13, 18, 28] . More precisely, this heuristic gathers and records information about failures in the form of constraint weight during constraint propagation. In this heuristic, each constraint in the graph has a weight. The weight of the constraint will be incremented during search whenever the constraint causes a domain wipe-out. Each variable in the constraint graph will have a weighted degree corresponding to the sum of the weights of the constraints the variable is involved in. Variables are then selected according to their weighted degree. In this paper, we propose a variant of this heuristic where the weight of a constraint is also based on the conflict and support counts, the information from look-ahead scheme, of each variable attached to this constraint gathered during constraint propagation. More specifically, our proposed heuristic uses the ratio of conflicts to supports count of the remaining domain values of variable as weight after constraint propagation. The proposed heuristic also takes into account domain wipe-outs that occur during constraint propagation, the information from look-back scheme. Every time a domain wipe-out occurs, the ratio of conflicts to supports is counted as the domain size of the variable being wiped out. Because domain wipe-out occurs when all values of a variable have reached zero support for a particular search path and a dead end is found. The larger domain size indicates the larger subtree. The largest dead end variable will be selected first in the next round.
We also propose a value ordering heuristic based on the information of the ratio of conflict to support counts. However, in this heuristic the ratio is used to weigh the domain values of a given variable. Each value is given a weight based on this ratio and the weight is used to rank the values in their domain. This ratio is a measure of how likely the value will be part of the solution if it is used to instantiate the variable. This information is gathered during forward checking when the inconsistent values of the future variables are being weeded out.
An experimental study of the proposed heuristics is conducted on some well known instances taken from Lecoutre's library [22] . Many of these benchmark instances have been used in various international CSP competitions and research papers [5, 28] . The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We have compared our proposed heuristic against the well known dom/ddeg heuristic and the dom/wdeg heuristic proposed in [13] . The experimental results show that our proposed heuristic performs much better than dom/ddeg for most large and difficult problems. This is because our proposed heuristic is able to select variables that are most likely participate in the dead end early on in the search by measuring the conflict to support ratio and information on domain wipe-out. This results in the dead end subtree being pruned early and avoid thrashing. The experimental results also show that our proposed heuristic also do well against the dom/wdeg heuristic proposed in [13] for Quasi-Random instances and some large instances of Quasigroup patterned instances and Forced Satisfiable random instances. This is because these instances are involved in constraints of very different degree of tightness. Our heuristic has assigned the weight more accurately than dom/wdeg in [13] because our weight assignment is directional. Our heuristic assigns constraint weight according to the original size of the domain being wiped out rather than just an increment of the weight by 1 each time a domain wipe-out occurs. The heuristic in [13] makes random choices for the first few variables when the search begins because not enough failure information is available at that point. Our heuristic has better initial weight information based on conflict to support ratio gathered during the transformation of the CSP into its arc-consistent equivalent. In the next section we present the related work on variable ordering heuristics based on information gathering. Our variable and value ordering heuristics are then presented in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. Section 5 reports the comparative experiments we conducted. Finally, Section 6 concludes this work with some remarks and prospects of future work.
Ordering heuristics based on information gathering and learning
The research community has proposed many algorithms to improve backtracking search for solving constraint satisfaction problems over the past years. Basically these algorithms can be classified as either look-ahead or look-back schemes. Look-ahead schemes are designed to anticipate future conflicts before extending a partial solution during search. Usually this is done first by using constraint propagation techniques to weed out possible future conflicts to achieve some level of local consistency and then some heuristics are applied to decide which variable and value to select next to instantiate. The most commonly known look-ahead schemes are Forward Checking (FC) and MAC. In the case of FC, constraint propagation occurs between the currently assigned variable and those not assigned yet (called future variables) during backtrack search. More precisely, any future variable value that is inconsistent with the current assigned value will be eliminated. MAC extends this form of Arc Consistency to the future variables themselves. This means that we will eliminate each future variable value that does not have a value supporting it in a neighboring variable. This process is done via the arc consistency algorithm AC-3 [10, 24] . Based on these look-ahead techniques, many variable ordering heuristics work by gathering information during search to guide subsequent decision for variable selection [5, 13, 28] . Specifically, these heuristics gather and record information about failures in the form of constraint weight during search. The constraint weight is incremented whenever the search encounters a dead-end during constraint propagation. The weight of the variable is the sum of the weights of the constraints attached to it. Variables are then selected according to their weight following the failfirst principle [19] . This dynamic variable ordering heuristic is also termed as weighted degree heuristic (wdeg). This heuristic was first proposed and explored by Boussemart et al.'s in their paper [13] . Boussemart et al. have shown with extensive experiments that gathering information about failure is important to circumscribe inconsistent or hard parts of CSP instances and reduce search efforts. Boussemart et al's heuristic assigns a value of 1 to each constraint before the search begins. Constraint weight is incremented by 1 each time it causes a domain wipe-out. The next variable is then selected based on the total weight of the constraints it is attached to. The variable with the largest total weight will be selected. The potential limitation of Boussemart's et al's heuristic in weighing constraint is that for the first few variables selection the heuristic does not have enough information to make the best selection. The heuristic only benefits the selection at the lower level of the tree. However, the first few variables may have huge impact on the size of the search tree. Also as search goes on, it may never return to those first few variables. This shortcoming of Boussemart's heuristic is remedied by random probing of the search space using search restart in identifying global bottlenecks in constraint satisfaction search [18] . Grimes and Wallace proposed two methods called weighted information gathering (WTDI) and random information gathering (RNDI) to do random probing of the search space. Both methods assign weights to the constraints as Boussemart's et al's heuristic that is whenever the constraint causes a domain wipe-out. However, the random probing is run using a fixed number of restarts before the main search starts. Each restart is run until a cutoff time is reached. After the restart phase, each constraint will have a weight assigned to it. Having enough information gathered from the restarts improves the selection of the first few variables when the main search starts. For RNDI, variable selection is random at each selection point during the restart and weight is incremented as usual. On the final run, when the main search starts the variable is selected using the weighted degree heuristic. The variable with the largest weight will be selected first. For WTDI, search restarts use information gathered from the previous run to make variable selection at the beginning of the next run and this is continued until the main search starts. Experiments show that RNDI performs better in general because of its ability to probe different parts of the search space due to the random selection of variable during restarts. RNDI makes better early decision and provides better information to approximate global bottleneck because of its randomness. However, the disadvantage of RNDI is that it may not even be able to solve easy problems during the probing stage. WTDI on the other hand may solve problems during the restart or probing stage because of the information carried over at each run. It should also be pointed out that RNDI is not expected to solve the problem during restart. Both RNDI and WTDI are considered Dynamic Variable Ordering (DVO) because they continue to use the heuristic to weigh constraints in the main search and variable order can still change during the search. Two conflict driven heuristics similar to the random probing by [18] are proposed by [28] and proven to do better in general for randomly generated hard problems. The first heuristic is based on Hill Climbing local search to gather information and weigh constraints. The information gathered is used to order the variable before the main search starts. The second proposed heuristic used to gather information before the main search started is based on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). ACO is based on the ants in nature to build a construction graph with weights. As in HC, weighted information gathered during the local search will be used in the main systematic search to order variables. Mouhoub's methods are static variable ordering as they differ from Grimes's ones in that information gathering stops after the main search starts.
Boussemart's et al's method may not always assign the constraint weight correctly as pointed out by Balafoutis and Stergiou [5] . Boussemart's et al's method assign weight to the constraint only at the point of DWO. However, some values may have been deleted by other constraints which have contributed to subsequent DWO. As a result, Balafoutis and Stergiou [5] proposed three alternative conflict-driven heuristics to enhance Boussemart's method. These heuristics termed H1, H2 and H3 in their paper also assign weight to constraint that contribute to DWO indirectly. H1 increments the weight by one for every constraint that has deleted at least one value from D(X) where X subsequently encounters DWO. H2 increments the weight by the number of values deleted from D(X). Finally, H3 increments the weight by the ratio between the number of values deleted from D(X) and the size of D(X).
Proposed variable ordering heuristic
In this section we will describe the proposed dynamic variable ordering heuristic with details. The proposed heuristic is a variant of Boussemart et al's method. We also use MAC as a solving method during successive revision to gather information. The use of arc consistency, before and during search, is essential in solving CSPs. In this regard, the following arc consistency algorithms have been proposed: AC-3 [24] , AC-4 [26] , AC-6 [8] , AC-7 [9] and AC-2001/3.1 [11, 33] . This latter is the best and the most recent arc consistency algorithm. AC-2001/3.1 is based on the original algorithm, AC-3, with a slight modification allowing the consistency check to resume from the point where it stopped in the previous revision of a given arc. By doing so, the worst case time complexity of AC-3 is achieved in O(ed 2 ) where e is the number of constraints and d is the domain size of the variables. This is of course a theoretical bound and in practice, not all the problems require from AC-3 to resume as described before. In fact, many of the problem instances that we selected do not necessarily require this modification as we noticed in our earlier work on arc consistency [27] . Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, our implementation of AC-3 is similar to AC-2001/3.1 without the necessity of resume points. Also, our main goal in the paper is to compare our method to dom/wdeg* and dom/ddeg regardless of the implementation of AC-3.
While other variants of the original Boussemart et al.'s heuristic uses restart to gather information to improve search for the first few variables early in the search, our heuristic does not use restart for random probing. Random probing using restarts is certainly an elegant idea to improve search. However, there are times that we may not have the luxury to do random probe with restarts. On the other hand, the importance of good selections for the first few variables also cannot be denied as discussed earlier. Therefore, our proposed heuristic begins by enforcing arc consistency through the AC-3 algorithm [24] to gather the initial weight information. During this preprocessing, at each revision of a variable and the constraints it involves, the heuristic counts the number of conflicts and supports of the variable based on the remaining domain values of the revised variable after revision. The ratio of conflict to support counts is used as constraint weight. After the preprocessing, each constraint will have an initial weight corresponding to this ratio. The higher the ratio implies the tighter the constraint. The tighter the constraint, the more likely it will cause a dead-end in future. The weight of the variable is the sum of this ratio, as constraint weights, attached to it. Also, preprocessing has the advantage of detecting an inconsistent problem if domain wipe-out occurred before search begins. After the preprocessing phase, the variable with the largest weight sum will be selected to start the search. The heuristic continues to gather information in the same way as in the preprocessing phase. That is, at each revision point during MAC, it continues to count the conflicts and supports and use the ratio as the constraint weight. If a domain wipe-out occurs during the revision, the ratio or weight of the constraint is equal to the original domain size of that variable. The constraint weight information, based on ratio gathered, is stored for each level of the tree.
More precisely, our proposed heuristic differs from [13] and its variants in the following ways.
1. Our proposed heuristic starts by enforcing AC-3 to transform the CSP into its arc-consistent equivalent and gathers the initial weight information at the same time. 2. Boussemart's procedure and its variants gather information about failure or domain wipe out during search to weigh constraints. Our proposed heuristic gathers information about failure as well as the tightness of the constraint in the form of the ratio of conflict to support count. 3. Boussemart's method increments the constraint weight by one every time it causes a domain wipe-out. Our heuristic increments the constraint weight by the domain size of the variable that encountered domain wipe-out. When a variable is selected for instantiation, it can cause more than one other variable to encounter domain wipe-out depending on the value selected for instantiation. If more than one variable encounter DWO, the variable with largest domain should be selected first because it may have more branches to be pruned. More branches pruned earlier means smaller search space. 4. Boussemart's method increments the constraint weight by one every time it causes a domain wipe-out. This means that each variable attached to the constraint will be given a weight of one. In our method, the constraint weight incremented is only given to the variable that encounters domain wipe-out during revision. This is because the same constraint may not cause the other variable attached to it to have a domain wipe-out. The concept of arc consistency is directional. An arc (Vi, Vj) is consistent does not necessary mean that arc (Vj, Vi) is also consistent.
The implementation of the proposed heuristic embedded in MAC and its revise procedure are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Proposed value ordering heuristic
Look ahead value ordering heuristics [16] as well as static value ordering heuristics [25] have been discussed in the literature. The heuristic that we propose for value ordering is similar to the one we propose for variable ordering in the previous section in that it also gathers information on conflicts and supports during search and use the ratio as constraint weight. However, this time the weight is assigned to values in the domain of the current variable and information is gathered during the forward checking phase. Each value has a weight used to rank it among other values. This weight is a measure of the effect or influence the value has on the domain of the future connected variables. This influence is measured by the constraint it imposes on the domain of future connected variables using the ratio of conflicts to supports. The heuristic starts by enforcing a forward checking for each value in the domain of the current variable. During the forward checking phase, each value is tentatively instantiated and checked for the number of conflicts and supports it has in the domain of the future connected variables. The inconsistent values in the future variables domain are removed. The ratio of conflicts to supports is then calculated for each future connected variable. The weight of the value is the sum of these ratios. The value with the lowest weight will be selected first to instantiate the variable. The new domains of future connected variables are also cached for each value. These domains will be used when the value is selected for instantiation in future when backtracking happens.
The implementation of the proposed heuristic is shown in Fig. 2 . The look-ahead value (LVO) ordering heuristics proposed in [16] used the similar forward checking style to collect information and rank values. However, the min-conflict heuristic proposed by Frost and Dechter used only conflicts as the measure of influence. Our proposed heuristic takes into account both conflicts and supports as a measure. This constitutes the major difference between our heuristic and theirs. [25] also proposed a similar heuristic to rank values. However, their heuristic used only support count to rank value and the ranking is done statically before the search starts. Our heuristic ranks the value dynamically during search.
Experimentation
The experimental study is conducted on an Intel core i5 PC with 2.5GHz processor and 4GB memory running Windows 7 as operating system. All the proposed methods are written in Java programming language. 2 The CSP instances used in the experiments are taken from Lecoutre's library [22] . Many of the instances collected at this website are well-known benchmarks that have been used in various international constraint satisfaction solver competitions [12] . These benchmarks have also been used by the CSP community regularly for testing new algorithms such as [4, 5, 21, 23, 28] . Only binary CSP instances from the library are tested. 3 Lecoutre's library [22] corresponds to the five classes of problems listed below. We selected CSP instances from each category.
REAL: instances from real world applications. PATT: patterned instances following a regular pattern and involving a random generation. ACAD: instances from the academia and which do not involve any random generation. QRND: quasi-random instances containing a small structure. RAND: pure random instances.
We have chosen to compare the results obtained using our proposed heuristic (that we call dom/wdeg*) with dom/ddeg and dom/wdeg heuristic proposed in [13] . Both of these heuristics have been proven to be very efficient generic 2 The source code used for the experiments is available at: http:// www2.cs.uregina.ca/ ∼ yong200k. 3 Note that any non-binary discrete CSP instance can be transformed into an equivalent binary CSP by using the dual graph translation or the hidden variable translation.
heuristics and have solved a large classes of academic, random, and real world instances. All the heuristics used for comparison in the experiment are implemented together with backtracking and MAC. The timeout is set to 1200 seconds. Three criteria are used for our evaluation and comparison: CPU time, number of constraint checks and number of visited nodes. Note that, while our results are averaged over 10 runs, the number of visited nodes and constraint checks will remain the same regardless of the number of runs.
Real World instances: the Driverlog problem
For real world problems we have chosen the Driverlog problem. This is a logistic planning problem involving four types of objects: locations, trucks, drivers, and packages. Locations are connected by roads and paths. Packages have to be transported by truck and driven by driver. The goal of Driverlog is how to move a subset of drivers, trucks and packages to certain locations. The comparative results are listed in Table 1 . Drivelog instances (all satisfiable) are arranged by size and tightness values. As we can see, in general, our proposed heuristic is better than dom/ddeg for large and hard to solve instances (those towards the bottom of the table). This is due to the fact that the extra overhead of calculating the constraint weights by conflict to support ratio does not pay off with smaller problems. One of the reasons that dom/ddeg performs worse is because many variables with higher degree may be attached to constraints of lower tightness. The selection of variable based on degree is not accurate for instances with varying degree of tightness compared to the proposed heuristic. The variables with tightest constraints may not be selected first and this lead to a larger search tree being traversed. In terms of the number of visited nodes and constraint checks, the proposed heuristic also outperforms dom/ddeg. Based on the number of visited nodes, for the larger instances, our proposed heuristic also has done better than the dom/wdeg proposed in [13] . This shows that the extra effort of calculating the conflict to support ratio has guided the search to the shorter path to solution.
Patterned instances
For patterned instances, we have used balanced Quasigroup with holes (BQWH) and Quasi Completion Problems (QCP). These random with structures instances are very challenging combinatorial problems. Random instances seldom have the structures found in the real world problem. QCP are used to bridge the gap between random instances and structured problems. QCP problems have many practical applications in real world such as conflict-free wavelength routing in wide band optical networks, scheduling, statistical design, and error correcting codes [17] . A [17] . Table 2 shows the result of testing 6 instances of BQWH and QCP each. The instances in the table are arranged in increasing size of the problem from top to bottom. As can be seen from the results, the proposed heuristic performs better than dom/ddeg in general for balanced quasi group with holes (BQWH) instances for larger problems like bqwh-18-141-0 and bqwh-18-141-6. However, as the results show, the proposed heuristic does not always outperform dom/ddeg significantly for smaller and easy problems. This is because for this group of problems, the domain size is not very big and the constraint tightness of the relations is low and not very different from each other to begin with. Therefore the measure of constraint weight by conflicts to supports ratio may not be cost effective for smaller problems. However, the conflict-based information from the conflict to support count ratio and domain wipe-out is always accurate as can be seen from the number of visited nodes and constraint checks. For QCPs, the proposed heuristic performs better than dom/ddeg in general as the problem gets larger and more difficult.
For smaller problems, the performance is about the same. The proposed heuristic significantly outperforms dom/ddeg in three instances, qcp-15-120-0, qcp-15-120-8, and qcp-15-120-14. One reason is because these two instances are large and difficult. However, the main reason is because most variables are having about the same degree but some variables are involved in relations that are much more constrained than others. The proposed heuristic was able to pick these variables first to instantiate and prune the search tree early in the search. This is particularly true for instance qcp-15-120-14. For this instance, the proposed heuristic is able to show that the problem has no solution in less than one second whereas dom/ddeg ran out of time without being able to solve the problem. The dom/ddeg heuristic keeps thrashing for selecting the wrong variables to instantiate. The proposed heuristic also performs better than dom/wdeg [13] for larger instances of both BQWH and QCP in general. As can be seen from the results, our proposed heuristic performs better for instances of bqwh-18-141-6, bqwh-18-141-22, qcp-10-67-14, and qcp-15-120-14 in all three categories of CPU time, number of visited nodes, and constraint checks. For instance qcp-15-120-0, the proposed heuristics also performs better in terms of number of visited nodes and constraint checks. The reason that the proposed heuristic can perform better than dom/wdeg [13] for Patterned instances is because the variables of these instances have different domain sizes and also the constraints have different tightness. Most variables of Patterned instances also of high degree. The directional constraint weight assignment of our heuristic using domain size of variable for domain wipe out is more accurate than dom/wdeg [13] of using constant weight of 1 for both variables participate in the constraint. The initial weight information based on conflict to support ratio, gathered during the transformation of CSP into its arc-consistent equivalent has also made a difference. For smaller instances, the extra works of calculating the conflict to support ratio does not pay off.
The patterned instances are random with structure. The structure of the problem may favor one heuristic over others. However, it is safe to say that for patterned instances of larger size, our proposed heuristic very often performs much better than dom/ddeg and dom/wdeg [13] . The early discovery of hard parts of the problem can save our search from thrashing. This gives us advantage over dom/ddeg. For larger problems with many domain wipe outs, our heuristic always selects the one with largest domain wipe out and potentially prunes more branches of fruitless tree. This gives us the advantage over dom/wdeg [13] .
Academic instances
For academic instances, we have used the Tower of Hanoi problem. This problem consists of transferring an entire tower of disks from one peg to another. Initially we have n disks, stacked on one of the three pegs, with the largest one on the bottom to the smallest one on the top. The task is to transfer the entire stack of disks to another peg with the constraint that moving only one disk at a time and never place the larger disk onto the smaller one. Table 3 below shows the results of testing 3 instances (all satisfiable) of the Tower of Hanoi problem. The differences between the proposed heuristic and dom/ddeg or dom/wdeg [13] are not very significant. The reason is that the 3 instances tested here are not very large and, all except 2 sets of variables, are involved in exactly the same constraint. Also, Hanoi instances tested in Table 3 have only 3 domains and, all except 2 variables, have the same domain. The proposed heuristic therefore has no advantage over dom/wdeg [13] .
Quasi-random instances
We have used the Composed [23] and Ehi instances [6] for the testing. The Composed instances in Table 4 are random CSP instances composed of a main, under-constrained fragment, and some auxiliary fragments, each of which are being grafted to the main one by introducing some binary constraints. Some composed instances used are not satisfiable. Ehi85 and ehi90 instances are two series of 3SAT instances. A 3-SAT instance is a SAT instance such that each clause contains exactly 3 literals. These are easy random 3-SAT instances embedding with a small unsatisfiable part. Therefore, all instances are unsatisfiable. These instances are originated in [7] and have been converted into binary CSP instances using the dual method that is described in [3] . Table 4 shows the result of testing these instances. As can be seen from the results, the proposed heuristic does better than both dom/ddeg and dom/wdeg [13] . The proposed heuristic was able to solve the problem or prove that the instance has no solution within seconds whereas dom/ddeg is running beyond the time limit. This is because some parts of the Composed instances are very dense and some variables are constrained by the same number of degrees of very different tightness in the graph. Because of this, dom/ddeg may be reduced to dom only heuristic or backtracking. This explains why dom/ddeg is running beyond the time limit without solving the problem. However, the proposed heuristic was able to gather information and identify the hard part of the problem during MAC before search begins. This information gathered based on conflicts to support ratio has enabled the proposed heuristic to correctly select variables that are likely leading the search to the dead end . Subtrees leading to the dead end are pruned immediately and no backtrack is therefore required. This is the benefit of conflict directed heuristic. The ability of finding the dead end early and saving search time. Two satisfiable instances in the table, composed-25-10-20-0 and composed-25-10-20-5, both have 105 variables. The proposed heuristic is able to solve the problems with minimal effort as only 110 nodes are visited. However, these two instances have caused dom/ddeg to run out of time limit. For this group of problems, dom/ddeg is often reduced to backtracking and thrashing in the hard part of the search space. The proposed heuristic also performs better than dom/wdeg [13] for all instances tested. For the Composed instances, the improved performance for the proposed heuristic in terms of time is not very big. However, for the number of visited nodes, it is very significant. This may be due to the extra information from conflict and support counts from the preprocessing stage and early on during the search. For Ehi instances, the proposed heuristic outperform dom/wdeg [13] in both criteria of time and number of visited nodes. This could be an indication that Ehi instances tested are large and the extra overhead of doing conflict and support counts has paid off more for time.
Random instances
For random instances, we have used the satisfiable SAT benchmark problems, frb series, for testing. These instances are particularly interesting as they are hard to solve [31] . The frb series used for testing consist of 6 instances of forced satisfiable problems. These are hard satisfiable SAT problems directly encoded from forced satisfiable CSP instances using the RB model [32] . All instances are located in the region of phase transition following the RB model. The problem sizes of the instances growing from 450 to 1534 boolean variables. The problems get more difficult as the number of boolean variables increase. As can be seen, the proposed heuristic performs better than dom/ddeg and dom/wdeg [13] for larger instances in general. This is because instances of the frb series have same domain size and similar tightness for all its constraint before search starts. Because of that, dom/ddeg and dom/wdeg [13] are more efficient earlier in the search and therefore for smaller problems. However, for larger instances, after the search starts, many values will be eliminated by MAC. Constraint tightness of the remaining relations may change and differs significantly in terms of conflict to support count ratio. This is the time when the work done for calculating the ratio of conflicts to supports gets pays off. For some instances, if this change in constraint tightness among the relations differs very significantly, the proposed heuristic will perform much better than dom/ddeg and dom/wdeg [13] .This is the case for instances frb35-17-5-mgd ext and frb40-19-1-mgd ext. For these two instances, our proposed heuristic performs much better than dom/ddeg and dom/wdeg [13] . The difference in the number of visited nodes is between 28000 to 40000, and between 200 to 290 millions in constraint checks. The number of visited nodes and constraint checks are good indicator that our heuristic has made good selection of variables and pruned off many fruitless branches. Our proposed heuristic performs better than dom/ddeg and dom/wdeg [13] in 4 out of 6 instances tested either in terms of CPU time, number of visited nodes or constraint checks. Table 6 shows the results when both the proposed variable and value ordering heuristics are used together in the testing. For this part of the testing, we have also used the random instances generated using model RB, the rand series. The performance is much better when both heuristics are used together for larger and more difficult problems. This can be seen from the result of testing instances frb45-21-1-mgd ext and 
Conclusion and future work
We have proposed a variant of weighted-degree heuristic called dom/wdeg*, using conflicts to supports ratio as remedy to the existing ones, for dynamic variable ordering in CSPs. We have also proposed a dynamic value ordering heuristic using conflicts to supports ratio. The proposed value ordering heuristic can be used together with the proposed variable ordering heuristic. The experiments conducted on various benchmark problems from Lecoutre's library [22] show that the proposed dynamic variable heuristic is comparable to the powerful generic dynamic variable ordering heuristic dom/ddeg and dom/wdeg [13] . Our proposed heuristic has done very well in the benchmark problems of Quasi-Random instances against both dom/ddeg and dom/wdeg [13] . For the benchmark problems of the Quasigroup patterned instances and forced satisfiable random instances of Frb series, the proposed heuristic has done well against dom/ddeg but not as well against the Frb series for smaller problems. In the case of the QuasiRandom instances, using domain wipeout and conflict to support measure of tightness, our heuristic is able to identify the unsatisfiable part embedded in the Composed instance and prove that the problem has no solution quickly. The dom/ddeg heuristic is reduced to thrashing and lost in the search space, and run out of time eventually. The proposed heuristic has also done well in Quasi-Random instances against dom/wdeg [13] . This is because of the heuristic's early detection of variables with tighter constraint by counting the conflict to support ratio in preprocessing. The useful information for dom/wdeg [13] heuristic only comes after the search begins and gets to the lower branch of the tree. The structure of the Quasi-Random instances has favored our proposed heuristic. In the case of the Quasigroup patterned instances and forced satisfiable random instances of Frb series, both dom/wdeg [13] and our proposed heuristics have done better than dom/ddeg. This is because of the domain wipeout information of these two heuristics has guided the search to the hard part of the problem early. As shown by the experiment, our proposed heuristic has done better than dom/wdeg [13] in general for very large problem. This may be due to the fact that after the search starts, many values will be eliminated by MAC, constraint tightness of the remaining relations may change and differs significantly in terms of conflict to support count ratio. This is the time when the extra work done for calculating the ratio of conflicts to supports gets pays off. Also, for very large instance, the directional assignment of constraint weight of our heuristic can make a difference. In the cases where our proposed heuristic outperforms dom/wdeg [13] in smaller problem, the main reason is because the structure of the problem favors our heuristic. It is interesting to point out that, in a few occasions, our proposed heuristic lost out to dom/wdeg [13] in CPU time but won in the number of visited nodes and constraint check. This is an indication that our heuristic has guided the search on the right path but it is not cost effective because of the smaller size of the problem. From the experiment and the observation, it is safe to say that our heuristic works better in general than dom/ddeg and dom/wdeg [13] for larger and more difficult problems. Because the extra overhead of counting conflicts to support ratio and doing the directional assignment of constraint weight is not cost effective for smaller problem. The experimental results also show that when the proposed value ordering heuristic is used together with the variable ordering heuristic, the performance improves for large random and difficult problems. For easy problem, the value ordering is an extra performance cost not worth paying for. For problems with many solutions, this value ordering heuristic is a performance cost that is not worth paying for. However, for large and difficult problems with fewer solutions the advantage of ranking values could sometimes be very rewarding as shown in the experimental results.
In the near future, we are planning to investigate the possibility of optimizing the value ordering heuristic. One idea is to do value ordering only for upper levels of the tree. As the search gets to the lower levels of the tree, most conflicting values would have been removed by MAC. Doing value ordering could be a waste of CPU time. We also aim at looking into the possibility of other methods for gathering information based on the structure of the problems. We are also planning of using our Hierarchical Parallel GA (HPGA) system [1] to gather useful information in parallel before the main search starts. Another idea, we are going to explore, consists of dealing with variable ordering in a dynamic environment where constraints are added and removed. In this regard, we will use the dynamic version of AC-3.1 that we have proposed in [27] . Finally, we will integrate our variable and value ordering techniques into the frameworks we have developed respectively for managing constraints and preferences [2, 29] as well as for the exam timetabling [20] .
